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A LOW LEVEL COMMUTATOR-WITH FIELD EFFECT
TRANSISTOR SIGNAL GATES

WILLIAM ELY
General Devices, Inc.
Princeton, New Jersey

Summary    A low level differential input commutator is described which uses field
effect transistors for the signal gates. The commutator was built for airborne applications
so that size, weight, and reliability were major considerations as well as electrical
performance. Results are compared with commutators using other types of signal gates.

Introduction    Within the last two years, there has been a major increase in the number
of field effect transistors available for low level signal switching. These devices have
drain-to-source nonresistance of less than 100 ohms with capacitances of less than 10
picofarads. By comparison, transistors with “on” resistances of less than 10 ohmshave
easily been obtainable. In addition, newer production techniques used by the device
manufacturers have brought leakage below 1 nanoampere (@ 25E C) to make them
comparable with transistor gates. In the wake of these improvements, many claims have
been made for field effect transistors which should be carefully examined before the
circuit designer modifies all his signal gate designs to use field effect transistors.

Major advantages often claimed are:

1. Lower leakage currents.
2. Elimination of offset voltage.
3. Resistance to nuclear radiation.
4. Transformerless drive.

In careful evaluation of various leakage currents of gate transistors, and by speaking to
the engineers who actually design the field effect transistors, it is obvious that lower
leakages can be obtained with good standard transistors. Transistors can presently be
obtained (3N87) with specified maximum leakage of 0.1 nanoampere at 100EC.

Careful consideration must also be given to the argument of offset when used in
commutators. The normal ranges of low level inputs for airborne commutators fall
between 0 to 10 millivolts and 0 to 100 millivolts. The normal requirement for offset is
such that 50 microvolts meet most requirements. In the past, this has meant that



telemetry companies had to set up elaborate test fixtures to match and age gate
transistors. This has been a costly and time consuming procedure. With the advent of
newer fabrication techniques, the necessity for aging is not so great, but matching still
has to be done. However, discrete transistors are now easily matched by transistor
manufacturers to very low differential offsets. Recently, transistors were purchased with
offsets matched to 25 microvolts at room temperature and 35 microvolts from -55EC to
+100EC, with only a normal surcharge for the service. Of course, 4-lead integrated
choppers are commercially available to these specifications, but the cost is substantially
higher. On special order, integrated chopper transistors have been supplied with offsets
matched to 10 microvolts to customers in the telemetry business.

For the low range of 0-10 millivolts, this offset would constitute only a .1% error.
Important to remember is that these matched integrated choppers are still lower in price
than most of the better field effect transistors specifically intended for gate applications
(with low on resistance). Although the feature of no offset voltage is very attractive for
many applications (such as certain precision chopper amplifiers), the question of
importance is whether offsets lower than 10 microvolts are really required in present day
commutator applications. Up until now, their answer has been definitely no.

Resistance to nuclear radiation has been claimed as an important advantage. Several
points concerning this must be considered. The first is that resistance of field effect
transistors to nuclear radiation varies between types and manufacturers of these devices.
Also, definitive tests have yet to be run which clearly state exactly how much radiation
different types with withstand, over how long a period, with an acceptable level of
deterioration. Most important to the telemetry equipment designer is the fact that because
some of the components in a commutator are radiation resistant does not make the
commutator any more radiation resistant. To attain a radiation resistant commutator, all
components must be resistant to a minimum level. Such items as diodes and electrolytic
capacitors can cause trouble as well as any standard transistors that are used in sections
of the commutator other than signal gates.

Finally, the advantage of greatly simplified drive requirements must be considered. This
is the complete elimination of transformer drive requirements. The transformer can
appear in several positions in the standard transistor gating circuitry, but becomes
involved eventually to isolate gating currents from signal currents. The necessity for
isolation has resulted in a number of complex and elaborate gating circuits to provide the
proper bias for the signal gate transistors. This is perhaps the major breakthrough in
commutator design as far as field effect transistors are concerned. The breakthrough has
been made possible only within the last year by an equally significant breakthrough in
field effect transistor fabrication technology. This is the ability for a FET to have low
“on” resistance (less than 100 ohms) with zero volts bias applied at the gate terminal of
the device. Previously, FET Is had to be greatly forward biased just to get the “on”



resistance down to below 100 ohms. Now they are available with excellent signal gate
characteristics with as low as 35 ohms “on” resistance with zero gate bias. This makes it
possible, with the proper circuitry, to have greatly improved signal gate circuitry.

Figure 1 shows a basic field effect transistor signal gate. The unity gain buffer amplifier
provides isolation between signal currents and gate driving voltage. When the FET is
“on” the 3 terminals of the device are at nearly the same voltage. What makes this
configuration work is the fact that the gate terminal can go slightly positive or negative
without appreciably affecting the “on” resistance of the FET or the isolation between the
gate terminal of the FET and other terminals. Typical values are given below for gate
terminal leakage current:

0.1 volt reverse bias - 0.1 nanoampere
0.1 volt forward bias - 0.6 nanoampere

If the gate terminal becomes forward biased by more than a few tenths of a volt, the
device starts to draw appreciable bias current, destroying the isolation of bias voltage
and signal current. If the gate terminal becomes reverse biased by more than a large
voltage, the FET st s to turn “off”. If the “on” resistance at zero volts bias is designated
by r dso, then r ds under slightly reverse biased conditions is computed from

Thus, if pinch off voltage is 5 volts and reverse bias is 0.1 volt, then r ds is 2 per cent
larger than with zero bias.

It is seen that the buffer amplifier has two functions:

1. To keep on resistance fairly constant.
2 To maintain isolation of the gate terminal from the other terminals of the

device.

Using this technique, an entire commutator can be constructed, as in Figure 2. The gate
drive when applied through the diodes, back biases the FET’s and keeps them off. The
“on” channel has that diode back-biased and the output of the buffer amplifier is applied.
This circuitry is greatly simplified over previous standard transistor signal gate circuitry
with reductions in parts count, size, weight, and power consumption. Reliability is
increased due to these factors as well as the fact that very complex and critical circuitry
has been replaced with a very simple one.

One last problem that FET Is do not solve here is shown in Figure 3. This is the large
effective capacitance appearing across the input of the differential amplifier (at the



output of the signal gates). To obtain low “on” resistance in FET’s, manufacturers of
these devices have had to make the geometry of the device itself rather large. This has
resulted in capacitances between source and drain of the order of 10 picofarads. This
means that for a standard 90 channel commutator, the capacitance of 89 off FET’s
appears at the input of the differential amplifier (mentioned in Figure 2). This is 89 x 10
or 890 picofarads. This causes a great deal of trouble when making common mode
rejection measurements. With this amount of capacitance and no external source
resistance unbalance, but just a mismatch in “on” resistance between Q and QB of 20
ohms due to device mismatch, (due to temperature variations or inherent differences in
the device), an upper limit is placed on 1000 cycle common mode rejection of less than
80 db. Approaches can be made to reduce this effect, but the circuitry becomes more
complex and the commutator simplicity shown in Figure 2 disappears.

Fig. 1 - Basic FET Signal Gate with Buffer Amplifier



Fig. 2 - Basic Diagram of FET Low-Level Commutator

Fig. 3 - FET Signal Gate Showing Effect of “Off” Gate Capacitance


